International School Award- Monuments Personified (Class IV-V)
(Activity 2 - Compare & Contrast and Dialogue Writing)

Monuments and archaeological pieces serve as testimonies of man's greatness and establish a
dialogue between civilizations showing the extent to which human beings are linked.
The monuments show the glory of its countries and it is a part of our Cultural Heritage.
Innovation in architecture is with no doubt extremely important, but preserving and restoring
the old buildings is also important because those old monuments are the reflection of our
history, they help us to understand and respect people who lived in different eras with different
habits and traditions.
Keeping this is mind, the students understood that these monuments should be preserved,
conserved at any cost. Therefore, students of class 4 and 5 did an ISA project “Monuments
Personified” during the month of AUGUST 2018. Here they covered three subjects, ENGLISH,
GENERAL SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES.
It was an ACTIVITY 2. In GENERAL SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES, students studied
about the material from which the monuments were constructed. Further, they made a model
of the same. They also realized and wrote few preventive measures to be taken as a responsible
citizen. Their findings were depicted through Venn diagrams on a spiral-binded table-calendar.
They showed their creativity and worked to the best of their abilities.
In this project students realized that every historical site has an important story to tell and these
stories have inspired many people to strengthen their convictions and commitment to fight
injustice.

In ENGLISH, the students got involved in writing dialogue between the monuments by
showing the comparison of earlier and present conditions of the monuments.
By the end of the project, students were well aware of the fact that all monuments are a national
treasure and are being preserved from thousands of years. If we spoil them now, we'll deprive
the forthcoming generations of the pleasure of these national treasures. Along with awareness,
an action is also important.
And the equal action is important both from the students as well as the government. Overall
the project had left a great impact on the students.
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